Fynnmood Goldfish Club Singapore
City Cup Competition 2008
24th January to 27th January 2008 – Millenia Walk
FISH COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Benching In
24 January:

Judging
25 January :

9am to 11am, Bench in
(Early bench in subject to organizer’s approval)
11am to 2pm, Judging
(Judging time may subject to changes)

Presentation Of Grand Champion and Champion Trophies
27 January :
12pm to 1pm, Prize Presentation
Benching Out
27 January :

CLOSING DATE:
15th January 2008
First Come First Serve
Basis
Competition Quantity
maximum 188.
Thank you

7pm to 9pm, Bench out

GOLDFISH COMPETITION CATEGORIES

There will not be any classification of the varieties of Goldfish in this competition. All varieties of Goldfish
and its different sizes will be competing together.

ENTRY FEE

Entry fee - $20 per fish

GOLDFISH – Judging and Health requirement
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Body shape

Proportionate and symmetrical, without deformed (bulges or depressions)

Body size

For the same quality, the bigger size fish gets more points

Colour

Brilliant and attractive (Rare colour is added advantage)

Deportment
(Swimming style)

Fish must strike a balance when swimming and more or less horizontally
when stationary.

Eyes / Mouth

Clear eyes, not cloudy / upper and lower jaws should be properly aligned

Fins

Dorsal fin should be alert (standing)
Single Anal fin is accepted, but lose points
Pectoral and pelvic fins must be paired and no bend
Caudal (tail) must be well spread, it is good to have the shoulder tail (lower
lobes) covering the anal fins when viewing from the side.

Gill covers

Not overly covered the gills or exposing the gill.

Health

Fish is healthy with no sign of whitespot, fin rot, anchorworms, etc

Hood

Head growth should be considerable uniform and balance with its body size.
It would be a plus point with balance Buffalo cheeks

Scales

Neatly layered, shiny, and complete
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THERE WILL BE THREE ROUNDS OF JUDGING.
First Round (Judge’s Preference)
Three judges will each pick 8 fishes from the total entries base on their personal preferences and likings for their
definition for good champion fish. Three judges each chosen 8 fishes, total 24 fishes.
Second Round (Point System)
The three judges will be given score sheets to judge on the 24 selected fishes from the first round. The score sheet is
base on the varieties of the fish, eg Oranda will be given Oranda judging criteria score sheet and Ryukin will be
Ryukin judging criteria score sheet. In other words, these 24 fishes will be judge base on the uniqueness of individual
varieties and hence through this point system, the 12 top scorer fishes will be placed for third round judging.
Third Round (Judges’ decision)
Despite the fact that the points system in second round has already placed the ranking of the 12 winners, the top 5
placing will be judge again by the three judges in this round. Upon mutual agreement by the three judges, the top 5
rankings will be finalized out of the 12 scorer fishes.
As for the remaining placing, it will be based on the score obtained in the second round. The sixth position will be
determined by the highest score obtained in the second round amongst the remaining 7 fishes and follow on.

ENTRY FORM

PERSONAL DETAILS
Title and Full Name as in Passport / Identity Card (underline Surname / Family Name):
Dr / Mr / Mrs / Mdm / Ms / Miss:
Home Address:

Home:

Contact Nos
Mobile:

Email Address:
Nationality:
Date of Birth:
Gender:

Race:

For Singapore Identity Card No.:
For Feigner, Passport No.:

Please do indicate if you are Fynnmood Club or Forum Member: Yes or No (Delete where no applicable)
If yes, for forum member please do indicate your nickname in forum: ____________________________

Entry

Goldfish Type & Size (Record purposes)

Fee

1

$

2

$

3

$

4

$

5

$

6

$

7

$

8

$
Total
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Mode of Payment

Payment can make by cheque to Fynnmood Goldfish Club (Singapore).
Submission of Entry form can be done by mail together with your cheque, attention to Fynnmood City Cup
Competition 2008 to this address: Blk 8, Redhill Close #07-146, S(151008)
I hereby certify that I have read the rules and regulation and understand that Fynnmood, co organizer and
sponsors are not responsible for loss or death to my fish. I grant exclusive right to Fynnmood and its
designees to utilize my fish photo for promotional purposes and display or published as they see fit without
compensation to me.

Signature of Contestant:

Date:

Any advance registration or enquiry, please join our Fynnmood Goldfish forum and PM our Moderator or email at
fynnmood@gmail.com . Thank you for joining our Fynnmood City Cup Competition 2008.
Fynnmood Goldfish Club Singapore is official registered Club in Singapore (ROS reg no. : 2051/2007)
Please visit our website at www.fynnmood-club.com for more information

PRIZE

For this Fynnmood Goldfish City Cup competition, there will be a total of 12 trophies up for grab!!! Each
trophy will be named after the 12 Chinese horoscopes.
As this year is the YEAR OF RAT and Rat is first position in the 12 Chinese horoscopes, thus the ranking of
the trophies will be as known below:
The First Prize would be known as the
Second Prize as the
Third Prize as the
Fourth Prize as the
Fifth Prize as the
Sixth Prize as the
Seventh Prize as the
Eighth Prize as the
Ninth Prize as the
Tenth Prize as the
Eleventh Prize as the
Twelfth Prize as the

RAT Award follow by
OX Award
TIGER Award
RABBIT Award
DRAGON Award
SNAKE Award
HORSE Award
GOAT Award
MONKEY Award
ROOSTER Award
DOG Award
PIG Award

Tentatively, the following OX year 2009, OX will be the first prize ranking. The first prize ranking will be
known as the Year of Chinese horoscope.
The Rat award winner will be crowned as the Grand Champion of the competition 2008. It will be
automatically qualify for the ultimate grand trophy “Challenge Cup”. The winner name will be engraved
onto this beautiful grand trophy. The winner can only take back the “Challenge Cup” trophy upon winning
three times Grand Champion in three consecutive years!
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Participants must abide by the following rules and regulations. Participants found violating any of the rules
and regulations will be disqualified.
2. Only complete hardcopies of the entry form duly signed by the participants are acceptable. Entries must be
accompanied by full payment. Participants must submit full details as requested in the Entry Form for
participation in the competition.
3. In the event of overwhelming response, the Organizer based on “ First Come First Serve” basis will accept
entries on a selection process. Successful and unsuccessful applicants will be informed within 2 to 3 weeks
after the closing date.
4. The Organizer reserves the rights to cancel, re-categories or merge the class of any variety should there be less
than 12 entries. The organizer shall inform the participants should such decisions be made.
5. Each entry will be provided with a 2ft x 1 ft x 1 ft glass tank, aeration and filter for all entries. It is the
responsibility of the participant to provide whatever container they request and such request is subject to the
approval of the organizer. All such request has to be made in the application form.
6. The Organizer will look after the welfare of the fish for the duration of the exhibition. However, the organizer
shall not be held responsible for the loss or death of fish due to natural causes or any unforeseen
circumstances.
7. In the event that the Competition is postponed, shortened or extended due to any cause whatsoever beyond the
control of the Organizer, the Organizer shall not be held responsible for any loss sustained by the participant,
directly or indirectly, attributed to the elements of nature, force majeure or orders and directives imposed by
any government authority.
8. All participants are advice to fast their fishes 2-4 days prior to the benching-in to prevent any complications to
their fish. All fish will not be fed throughout the event and participants are not allowed to feed their fish
during the event.
9. The organizer reserves the right to reject any fish that is sick or injured during the bench-in.
10. All Competition fish must be brought to the competition venue for bench in, late bench in will not be
acceptable. Early bench in, subject to organizer’s approval (depending on completion set up status).
11. Participant will not be allowed to personally put his/her fish into the tank. Putting of the fish into the tank
is done by the organizing committee to avoid water spill, confusion and reducing in manpower.
12. Once the fish are accepted and displayed in the exhibition, participants are not allowed to remove any fish
from the tanks unless prior approval has been obtained from the Organizer due to special reason. All winners
and non winners are not allowed to remove their fish from the competition.
13. All participants are to collect their fish from the collection date and timing as stated in the entry form.
Competition fish, which are not collected after the specified date and time, shall become the property of the
Organizer.
14. Reputable foreign judges have been invited to judge the Fish Competition. The decision of the Chief Judge is
final and no disputes will be entertained. No participants are allowed to enter the hall during judging.
15. Late entries and on-site registration will NOT be accepted, do ensure entry form and cheque payment must
reach us by the stipulated deadline.
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